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The 24th annual RECENT SPANISH CINEMA SERIES
in LOS ANGELES, unveils official poster and
announces 2018 dates and movies

Official Poster →

Following the success of the previous editions The Spanish Institute
of Cinematography and Audiovisual Arts (ICAA), The American
Cinematheque and EGEDA US present RECENT SPANISH
CINEMA, a showcase of the most outstanding contemporary Spanish
films at the Egyptian Theatre in Los Angeles, October 11-14, 2018.
Up-and-coming as well as established filmmakers and actors from
Spain will join us at the screenings.

The annual festival has exposed countless Angelenos to Spanish
culture, from art and music to food, fashion and more.

Over the course of four days, the film series showcases a variety of
Spanish movies that will include Los Angeles Premieres, ranging from
comedies to award-winning dramas and a thriller. As well as short film
program and a roundtable with the actors and filmmakers in
attendance.
This year’s series will open with the Los Angeles premiere of Spain
Foreign- language Oscars’ entry CHAMPIONS (CAMPEONES), the
feel-good hit from Director Javier Fesser, starring Javier Gutierrez.
The program will include the moving drama THE GIANT (HANDIA)
winner of 10 Goya Awards , including Best New Actor (Eneko
Sagardoy), the Spanish box- office hit LOTS OF KIDS, A MONKEY,
AND A CASTLE (MUCHOS HIJOS, UN MONO Y UN CASTILLO) by
Gustavo Salmerón which won this year’s Goya for Best Documentary
and Fernando Colomo’s crowd-pleasing comedy THE TRIBE (LA
TRIBU) starring Carmen Machi and Paco León.
This is the first line up of movies.
Full program will be announced shortly. Stay tuned!
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and join the conversation by
using the hashtag #recentspanishcinema
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